
 Dragon Eyes &  
No Sew Drawstring Pouch

clear flat filler marbles 
beads and jingle bells 
felt sheet 
embroidery thread
drawstring pouch pattern 
sheet of dragon eyes
Mod Podge, clear nail polish, or school 

scissors 
hole punch
craft paint brush 

Supplies Needed:

glue thinned with water 

Directions:
Cut out the dragon eye circles. You
may need to trim it to fit the flat
side of the marble. You want it a bit
smaller than the marble. Test the
cut out eye under the marble and
adjust as needed. 

1. 2. Once you are happy with the
placement, use a paintbrush to
spread a light coating of Mod Podge
on the flat side of the marble. Place
your eye, color side down, onto the
flat side of the marble. 
 
 
 



3. Add another thin coat of Mod
Podge over the back of the
dragon eye attached to the
marble. 

5. Place the pouch pattern over the
piece of felt. Cut out the felt using the
pattern. 

4. Repeat the above steps for all
marbles and allow to dry for
several hours. 

6.  Using a sharp hole punch,
punch out the holes around the
pattern. It is helpful to tape the
pattern to the felt. 



7. Weave your thread up and under the
holes.  

8. Leave two strings extended from
the last hole. Pulling them should
cinch up the sack. 
Tie a bow with the thread. 

9. Add the beads and bells onto the bow
tails. Tying the bells on will keep the
beads in place. You can trim the extra
length of thread now. 

10. Open your pouch, add your
dragon eyes, and cinch back up. 





No Sew Pouch 
7.4” Wide. This smaller pattern requires no taping together but it  

makes a smaller pouch.  Use as a pattern to cut out felt. Use a hole punch 
where shown or tiny slits in the fabric will also work.  
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Use an X-acto type knife to cut tiny slits where it 
shows the holes. You can also use a hole punch 
but it must be a very sharp one. The slits work 
just fine.  



No Sew Pouch 
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8.80” wide.   
Print each half and tape 
together. Use as a 
pattern for a 9”x12” 
piece of felt. This larger 
pattern will use the full 
width of the felt sheet.  

Use an X-acto type 
knife to cut tiny slits 
where it shows the 
holes. You can also 
use a hole punch but it 
must be a very sharp 
one. The slits work just 
fine.  
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No Sew Pouch 
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Tape Pattern Together H
ere 


